DGA Information superiority

DGA Information Superiority is the technical expert of the French Ministry for Armed Forces in the areas of information and communication systems, cybersecurity, electronic warfare and tactical and strategic missile systems. Our expertise applies on all fronts: on land, at sea, in the air, in outer space and in cyberspace.

**AREAS OF COMPETENCE**

DGA Information Superiority provides its expertise:
- to systems of systems,
- command and control information systems and intelligence systems,
- telecommunication networks and transmission systems,
- the security of information systems and cyber defence,
- optronic and electromagnetic sensors (radars, seekers),
- platform stealth,
- guidance and navigation systems,
- missile systems,
- electronic and optronic components.

DGA Information superiority, a site spreading over a surface area of 100 Ha

Working on 99% of all armament programmes and operations

1680* employees, 80% engineers

Data from 1 January 2021
EXPERTISE AND TESTING FACILITIES
The technical skills of DGA Information Superiority rely on a coherent set of facilities which are often unique in Europe and offer comprehensive expertise services. Combining digital simulation, hybrid simulation and the use of measuring benches, the centre has a large panel of resources and works to remain at the highest technical level worldwide.

From sensors up to systems of systems, DGA Information Superiority integrates radar signature measurement facilities, assessment benches (for radars, seekers, optronic and electronic warfare systems), functional and ergonomic tools for information systems, equipment characterization benches, digital simulation platforms and advanced means for the processing and analysis of information.

In order to meet the current and future challenges of defence, the centre is expanding fast and in all technological areas (such as cybersecurity and, soon, artificial intelligence and big data) to keep one step ahead in protecting our country.

DGA Information Superiority is a leading contributor of the highly strategic cyber sector, in particular through the Pôle d’excellence cyber: fostering research, training and the development of innovative French businesses...

CLIENTS
Given the vast array of its activities, DGA Information Superiority has a role to play in nearly all armament programmes and operations.
- The centre has formed several partnerships and cooperation programmes with:
  - The French Armed Forces and government agencies
  - The industry (large groups and SMEs-SMIs)
  - The scientific community (CNES, CEA, INRIA, ONERA, CNRS, universities and laboratories...)
  - The local ecosystem (local authorities, technoparks, competitiveness clusters...)
  - NATO, European and international government partners.
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